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About This Game

Snail Trek - Chapter 1: Intershellar is the first in a series of "20 minute adventures" where you take on the role of a crew of
snails on a journey to a new home world.

In the style of the early Sierra Online adventure games, Snail Trek has colorful EGA-ish graphics and a text parser interface.
Relive the nostalgia in these bite-sized adventures - but without all the pain. Autosaves, a text parser with auto-suggest, and

puzzles with no dead ends, all combine to bring this old genre into the modern era.

In Chapter 1, you arrive at the lettuce-covered (or so you hope) planet. But something is amiss. Your ship has been damaged and
you may not be able to land at all! Meanwhile, your home world is dying, and your entire civilization is waiting for your report

on this new planet. Is it really a lettuce-covered paradise?

You can find chapter 2 here.

Key Features

 Autosaves - no need to save every few minutes (though you still can if you want).

 A text parser with both auto-suggest and auto-correct - fat finger your way to puzzle glory (but you can turn them off if
you want to suffer more greatly).
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 A text parser that understands what objects are in front of you, so you can be lazy and just type things like 'get' or 'look'.

 CRT emulation mode that gives those pixels an ever-so-slightly fuzzy look.

 A stereophonic score.

 Cute snails.

 Deaths (but hey, autosaves).

 No dead ends! Puzzle your way around with impunity!

 Widescreen aspect ratio, since monitors are more rectangular now.
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Title: Snail Trek - Chapter 1: Intershellar
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Phil Fortier
Publisher:
Phil Fortier
Franchise:
Snail Trek
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This unique sidescrolling beat-em-up is a nice throwback to the retro days and plays really well! It's pretty tough so be ready for
a challenge, but the game also gives you the tools like power ups/extra weapons to get through the levels. The soundtrack is
awesomeeeee. Haven't played the 2 player yet, but that's on the list. You'll get your money's worth here if you'd appreciate a
retro game with modern polish that is here to simply let you beat up aliens, cowboys, and yakuza thugs with a bag of coffee
beans.. got to admit for a small game it is actually good thou some things was lacking like your special weaponds cant be
upgraded still enjoyable. This is a simple yet very fun game :). One of the most advanced locos out there, weel worth the money
and it even works on medium\/poor computers fairly well, got around 25fps on the NWC scenario! Would highly recommend.. I
have never enjoyed a tower defense game this much before. It's hard to beieve that this is an indie title. Definitely an AAA
experience.. <h2>TL;DR:<\/h2>
Five of five would get decked by camel again (IGN)

---------

<h2>PROS:<\/h2>
+ Clean and family friendly
+ Beautiful graphics
+ Adorable sprite work
+ Does not bash or stereotype Trump
+ Amazing backgrounds
+ Soothing, nostalgic-esque music
+ Kebab removal
+ Fast-paced
+ Addictive
+ Extremely challenging for people with poor motor skills (like me due to autism)
+ Your worst enemy is a spastic camel, or three, or ten, CLYDE GET AWAY FROM ME THIS INSTANCE

<h2>CONS:<\/h2>
- Controls are unwieldy and lack options to change what keys do what
- Jumping is difficult to control, making many obstacles very difficult to surmount, but this is part of the challenge I like
- Pressing left and right moves Trump an exact space, making fine control and aiming difficult
- When using the mouse, you can only shoot by clicking in one corner of the the screen, and as such, you often fail to shoot
when you want to if you forget where your cursor is

-----

<h2>LONG SUMMARY:<\/h2>
This game is a cheap, wholesome, side-scrolling addition to any Steam Library, and ESPECIALLY for any Trump fan. The
artist who designed the game made painstaking effort to make the game look beautiful, elegantly mixing pixel work into
stunning backgrounds. You can see the love put into this game.

This game is NOT for Trump-bashers and Hillary voters (unless they have an open mind).
This game is NOT for those who are impatient. Be ready to try again and again and again, always failing and restarting to get it
right. The satisfication is amazing when you clear that part you struggled.

I am proud to give my stamp of approval on this adorable little game. It could use some work in its controls, but the gameplay is
solid and I am absolutely in love with the graphics. I normally don't care about graphics, but in this game, it really adds to the
experience.

For the price it sells at and for a bit of difficulty with the controls, I have gotten my money's worth, and will gladly be decked by
a camel again. -and again.

-and again.
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wow coudlnt play with friends 0/10. It's not often that "more of the same" is a good thing for a sequel but I'm gonna be real with
you here. Beat Hazard 2 is largely the same, and that's wonderful.

Controlled chaos and altogether too much going on is a difficult thing to get right, but, frankly, Beat Hazard The First nailed it
and Beat Hazard 2 nails it further. Between the procedural bosses that menacingly unfold, and keep unfolding, and don't stop
unfolding, and oh god oh no it's huge it's half the screen oh jesus christ, and the phenomenal Open Mic system, Beat Hazard 2 is
an improvement over something I didn't think could be improved upon.

No, really. The Open Mic system rules. Just. Play your music, and then you  play  your music. Spotify, Amazon, whatever. Just
pull it up on Youtube. It works. It just works.. Excellent first game. The developer has much promise for somebody their age.
Worth supporting 100%. Keep up the excellent work.. I mean it's cheap and good for achievement hunters since you get 100%
in no time.
Interesting, weird experience.

You won't play it a second time though.. Nice game, easy to control

hope map could been extend and more jet would be added.. I had this game on my wishlist months before it came out: to say I'm
pleased with the game as a whole is such an understatment. Despite its questionable conent (which is highly enjoyable
regardless, along with taleted and skilled voice acting.) It was so fun to play through each character- to unravel this well put
together story, to grow and destory relationships was so sophisticated and wondrous. I've never found a BL visual novel to be so
enjoyable for the plot and for the "plot". I'm so excited to see any new updates for the game and hope in the future this fantastic
comapny creates another great BL game since we are much lacking such amazing games in Steam, BL, and Visual Novel
community.. buy men of war. Casual puzzle game
+funny sounds and soundtrack
+funny drawing style
+good to pass time
+have achievements
+steam trading cards
+cheap game with lots of fun. You get an achievement for writing a review

Chapter 3 is now available!:
Have at it!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/761480/Snail_Trek__Chapter_3_Lettuce_Be/. The story concludes with chapter 4 - Now
available!:
Here it is!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/774531/Snail_Trek__Chapter_4_The_Final_Fondue/

Also, the four chapters are now a part of a "complete the set" bundle (not available in some countries) for an additional 25%
discount.. Small update:
Just to prepare for some upcoming DLC.. Snail Trek 1 patch:
This patch includes:
- a number of parser bug fixes
- some grammar fixes
- most importantly (?), updated Baguette ship graphics. Chapter 2 of Snail Trek is now available!:
Go get it here while it's got the launch discount, and find out what happens to those snails!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/756320/Snail_Trek__Chapter_2_A_Snail_Of_Two_Worlds/
. Chapter 3 store page is now live...:
It should be available in early January. Go wishlist it!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/761480/Snail_Trek__Chapter_3_Lettuce_Be/
. Snail Trek Chapter 1 is now FREE!:
Good news everybody... Chapter 1 is now free!
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As a reward for those who purchased it previously, you'll automatically unlock the Rainbow Donation DLC for free!

Also, I'm pleased to announce that Snail Trek was nominated for an Aggie Award for Best Writing - Comedy. The winners
will be announced sometime between Feb 20 and Feb 22.

In the meantime, feel free to go over to the reader's choice poll[adventuregamers.com] before Feb 17 and vote for Snail Trek in
whatever categories you deem fit :-).
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